Introduction
'Tradition is one of the cornerstones of the modern university' , rector of Ghent University Pieter Lambrechts said in 1960. 'Every generation is a link in the long chain that connects the past through the present with the future' .
1 Lambrechts, himself a professor of ancient history, referred to the weight of ages universities bear upon their shoulders. This awareness, already manifest in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, provoked -along with more down-to-earth reasons -an ongoing urge to remember the university. This urge has taken place in many forms and on many occasions.
Traditionally, a university jubilee is accompanied by a university history. 2 In the nineteenth century, this history took form in formal overviews, often luxuriously edited, and in memorial books such as the libri memorialis. The foundation of the university was prominent in these official histories; often the work was published in honour of the founders. This memorial tradition survived the twentieth century and even expanded to faculties and departments, which developed their own remembrance calendar. Along with the emergence of the research university and the expansion of the post-war university, less emphasis was laid on foundation and tradition. The new university histories paid attention to the scientific accomplishments and the (impressive) growth figures of the university. They came up with technical and detailed summaries of the scientific work of faculties and departments, to prove the university's file and rank.
Ghent University is currently looking forward to celebrate its bicentennial anniversary in 2017. But things have changed since the last major celebration. Sibling to the history of science, university history has become a historical subdiscipline with its own historiographical tendencies; from the 1970s onwards, university history managed to transform itself into a historical subdiscipline with a scientific approach and an autonomous historical interest.
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The one-sided institutional approach made way for an integrated history of the 'academic life' , which pays attention to all aspects of the university, including social and cultural features, and which is eager to seek for comparative and transnational perspectives instead of focusing on the own institution. That is, an integrated history willing to explore new themes such as transnational networks of universities, university architecture, gender and the university, city life, laboratory life and so on.
 At the same time, the universities themselves discovered public relations, which again reshaped the commemoration component of university history. Armchair books with lots of nice pictures replaced the previous dense and detailed studies. To university communicators, university history became a matter of highlights, to be told in a fashionable way.
Not only university history underwent a metamorphosis. 'Memory' and 'commemoration' have become vital concepts in historical scholarship in general and public history in 2 This paragraph on the changing historiography of university histories is based on the case of Ghent University, established in 1817, but there is a great deal of evidence that this pattern also fits other nineteenth-century universities. Ghent's subsequent university jubilees produced: particular. In line with the 'heritage boom' in contemporary Western society, alternative forms of value have been superimposed on university photographs, scientific instruments, archives, etc. Universities have become aware of their 'academic heritage' scattered in laboratories, libraries, museums, attics and basements. When it comes to remembering the university, all these features come together: history, memory, academic heritage, science communication and the agenda of the university's public relations. Too often they ignore each other or cross swords, while actually they can complement each other in a perfect way. This article will consider alternative ways to remember the university in the twentyfirst century, drawing from insights in public history, academic heritage and digital history to fill in the gap between historians and communicators, the demands of science and the expectations of the public. Our insights and many of the examples given are derived from our experiences with UGentMemorie, the virtual memory of Ghent University (www.UGentMemorie.be), which functions as a preparation platform for its bicentennial in 2017. UGentMemorie is conceived as an attempt to communicate and stimulate historical research, to build a 'heritage' community and to preserve (intangible) heritage.
The public history approach
The changing character of commemorative events is not the prerogative of universities. Since 1975, historians noticed a change in the relationship that each country, nation, social, ethnic or family group has with its past.
5 The wave of memorial concerns, named the 'age of commemoration' by Pierre Nora, is revealed not only in remembrance events but also in all kinds of new museums, in a renewed interest in the holding and opening of archives, in a growing fascination in one's roots, in genealogical research and in the attachment to heritage. Without losing ourselves -and history -in a postmodern relativism, we acknowledge that there are other meaningful forms of engaging with the past than the strictly professional one at the history departments of universities. In this age of commemoration, the historian has lost the sole right to interpret and talk about the past.
Notwithstanding, as the 'theatres of memory' have multiplied, historians can play interesting roles outside the academy.
6 'Public History' tackles this debate about the place of history and the historian in society. Worldwide, courses in Public History prepare 'public historians' for an engaged position as interpreters, translators, guides and guardians of history.
7 What started as a utilitarian movement in the U.S.A. in the 1970s and has its European roots in local history and the People's History movement, has grown out to be an independent historical discipline.
8 The research field of Public History is the wide range of historical practices outside the traditional research university, history for and by the public.
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The recent founding of the International Federation for Public History aims to enhance the collaboration of public historians worldwide.
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What does Public History, its research field and approach, have to do with university history and the history of science? Why should university historians 'do' public history? There are several reasons. Firstly, public history can enlarge the support for university history. Which department, faculty or collection does not have festivities celebrating their founding, historical breakthroughs or retiring researchers? Since the academic community is commemorating anyway, why not point out some historical research? By anticipating certain festivities -by adding them to a research schedule or even just by communicating research about related topics at the right time -historians can make themselves and the history they study relevant to the general academic community. It might even create some good will in the administration office. Historians who manage to involve other non-historical departments and faculties, the managerial board, the university collections and the larger university community in their research, showing them how their history and memory fits in a larger picture, will create a public for university history. It might also help to highlight the specific needs and particularities of historical research.
By doing public history and getting involved in commemorative activities, historians can support a self-reflexive formation of the universities' 'corporate identity' . As is the case with any group identity, the identity of the academic community is defined by its internal properties and its relationship to the external world. The internal collegiality of the university is currently put under pressure by the anonymous scale of the institution, the performance stress and harsh competition. Collective memories and history, an important part of group identity, are put under pressure as well, for instance by the acceleration of change and mobility of students and researchers.
11 Administrators are experimenting with all kinds of activities to enhance solidarity: after-work parties, university-blogs, invented traditions, alumni networks and ... commemorative events. In regard to relationships with the outside world, administrators focus on branding the university in order to attract students and investors. The old escutcheon made way for a logo, the device became a slogan and the university pantheon is put into battle.
Using history to prop up a corporate identity is something historians do not particularly like: they are very good in deconstructing identities; constructing them, even for an institution they like, is something else. Public history projects about the university history, especially when funded by the university, obviously give voice to critical and ethical perspectives involved with applied scientific research. Is university history sold to the highest bidder? Although a critical stand is important, we believe these issues do not exclude the actual participation of the university historian in public history projects or university jubilees. It can even be a good thing, as the historian can point out the versatility of university history and memory and put the university highlights in an urban, national and international context.
A third reason why university history benefits from a public history approach concerns the sources it produces. To understand the post-war changes both science and the universities have undergone, one could argue that administrative archives -if there are any -do not suffice. This argument is of particular interest for a majority of the European universities which were founded after 1900. A public history project can contrive accounts by means of oral history but also by making public calls for stories, diaries, objects and pictures. Those can help historians to fill in some blanks in their research and to localise potential study fields. Another method frequently used by public historians, archivists and librarians, is crowd-sourcing: outsourcing a particular task of research to the general public or a specific group. For instance, student or alumni volunteers can tag pictures, transcribe documents, describe images, explain scientific vocabulary etc.
12 Historians can set this up in coordination with the university library or archive. For example, Leipzig University successfully deployed members of the alumni network to gather and check biographic information of active university professors and collect their signatures of approval to use the information in an online academic biographical database.
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In our experience, setting up a public history project on university history means you will become, in a certain way, an information desk. Not only to give but also to receive information about university history. This is a fourth reason for using a public history approach on university history. Emeriti, alumni, administrators, department heads ... all come knocking on your door with stories, archives, books, pictures, objects, etc. It is amazing how many academics outside the Faculty of Arts are in one way or another involved in the history and heritage of the university and its scientists, often their predecessors. These contacts provide opportunities to do some -much needed -interdisciplinary research.
Last but not least, and not strictly confined to university history, there are of course idealistic reasons to turn to public history. Communicating to the outside world, being interested in how people perceive the university and its history, supplying historical perspectives to current debates, promoting historical awareness, safeguarding the tangible and intangible heritage of the university... it is all about believing and investing in a role for the historian in society.
Academic heritage
François Hartog explained that we hang on to the past and its vestiges because in these rapidly changing times we are no longer sure what the future will bring.
1 The current obsession with collecting, preserving, safeguarding and opening our tangible and intangible heritage is a result of these feelings. This is most strikingly illustrated by the long series of UNESCO conventions and heritage lists. 15 In the micro society a university is, we notice a similar trend in the recent awareness for -or crisis of -academic heritage by university, national and European governments. In 2000, twelve European universities founded the network organisation UNIVERSEUM, 'which wants to help preserve and provide access to academic heritage, a significant part of national and international heritage with its many unique and unusual collections' . The next year the International Council of Museums (ICOM) established a separate International Committee for University Museums And Collections (UMAC), acknowledging academic heritage as a relevant part of the museum world but also recognizing its own identity. The definition, origins, past and future mission of academic heritage were the subjects of a dissertation written by Marta Lourenço.
20 She noticed that the future perspective for academic collections, in contrast to collections of non-academic scientific museums, relies mainly in their research value. This is where history comes around the corner. In his contribution in the Academic Heritage issue of Gewina in 2007, Huib Zuidervaart noted that university collections are material evidence for knowledge construction and transmission and are, as such, of great interest to cultural historians. The academic collections can show us how people thought about nature, the universe and humanity itself. 21 Next to cultural history, the history of science is a second area that should benefit from the collections, according to Zuidervaart and Lourenço. For too long, this research field restricted itself to the history of theory. Objects and instruments, buildings and laboratories, give historical insight in the currently much studied 'circulation of knowledge'. 22 Finally, as Lourenço stated in her dissertation, the study of university collections -and academic heritage as a whole -is of the utmost importance to understand the scientific and social role of the university. It holds the key to emerge from the current identity crisis of the academy.
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The material culture of academic heritage is hence a useful source in writing university history. But the argument goes the other way as well. Academic heritage does not speak for itself: heritage is not history, it has history, history that must be looked for and explained. An expressive example of the synergy between history and heritage in public display is the reconstruction in several university museums of the working cabinets of famous professors: the reconstruction of genius loci (laboratories, cabinets, seminaries) allows the exploration of the history of scientific practices. The main argument lies in the triggering effect of academic heritage: these fascinating objects and natural artefacts lure the public into the history of the university. They give the opportunity to recall facts, stories and events -for instance, medical apparatus referring to the first lung transplantation -that happened in the university's past. They are evocative and in that way appealing to take into account when writing the university history and the history of science, especially for the exact and medical sciences.
Finally, as one member of a university board put it during the 2011 meeting of Stichting Academisch Erfgoed, academic heritage is able to increase society's support for the university.
As the university appears to be, institutionally spoken, a 'vulnerable thing' , heritage is capable of giving the people 'a warm feeling' about the university. In discovering the benefits of scientific progress by visiting and reading the history of the university, people will understand why universities receive so much public money, this director of the board of management said.
Digital history
A third area worth looking into for anyone who is involved with the history, heritage and commemoration of universities, is Digital History. It is clear that the digital revolution we are witnessing since the last quarter of the twentieth century has an impact on researching, presenting and teaching history. scientific blogs, electronic learning environments, wiki's, crowd-sourcing, online journals ... all of these have entered the workplace of the humanist/historian. There is 'some' debate whether or not digital humanism and/or digital history is in need of its own definition, limits, methodology and theory. Are digital humanities and digital history new and independent disciplines, or not? The 'Manifesto of Digital Humanities' drafted at a THATCamp in Paris in 2010 helped the matter somewhat forward by stating that the digital humanities are a 'transdiscipline' 'embodying all the methods, systems and heuristic perspectives linked to the digital within the fields of humanities and the social sciences' . 25 In its basic form it is an auxiliary set of methods and tools that help the researcher to analyse and communicate research results. Some of these techniques have already been used within the field of university history and heritage.
With regard to university history, digital history offers tools and techniques that allow us to present and communicate the university's past in ways other than plain written text. The best known and most accessible digital application used by scholars is the blog. As an individual or collective initiative, the blog is an ideal way to communicate about research or events and to build a network of researchers and students around you. H-madness is an excellent example of a collaborative scientific blog.
26 Six scholars assemble news and information concerning the history of psychiatry and manage to make their blog an international and up-to-date contact point for researchers. Several universities are trying to gather blogs of their employees on one platform or promote internal and external communication using blogs.
27 Museums and cultural institutions are also exploiting interesting blogs. In the academic heritage sector we notice the blog of Medical Museion, a museum and research unit at the University of Copenhagen, that establishes a synergy between posts on the collection and posts on the research surrounding the objects.
28 The Houston Museum of Natural Science provides a blog with posts from curators, administrators, educators, volunteers and researchers, and by doing so the museum extends its work in the museum to an online community.
29 Administrators are also blogging. With University Blog, Diary of life and strategy inside and outside the university, Ferdinand von Prondzynski, the Vice-Chancellor of Robert Gordon University in Aberdeen, Scotland, tries to break with the conservative traditions of academic discourse.
30 At the Université de Paris, Jean-François Méla is doing the same with his thoughts on university and science policy.
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The virtual exhibition is a second communication method. Public Historians have acknowledged at an early stage the potential of technology and online tools for their projects and project communication. Online platforms often play a key role in public history projects as they allow for a dynamic and open relationship with 'the' general public. Also, 3D technologies and web-publishing platforms for the display of heritage and scholarly collections and exhibitions, such as Omeka, are widely used to create virtual museum exhibitions.
32 In their turn, 'physical' museums are digitizing their collections not only for the sake of preservation but also in order to make the collections accessible to the wider public at a low cost. Virtual museums and exhibitions act very complementarily as an extension of physical museums exhibition.
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The third digital application that gained our interest in terms of communicating historical research is the podcast. A series of audio pieces, from ten minutes to two hours in length, published on the web or the iTunes Store is proving to be a popular medium to talk about -and listen to -science and (its) history. The impulses for scientific inspired podcast come mainly from radio stations that let some of their broadcasts live a second life in online audio series.
3 That the podcast in its wide range of appearances is attractive for all kinds of scholarly use is proven by the existence of the separate iTunesU[niversity] category in the iTunes Store.
35 A podcast is not difficult or expensive to make from a technical point of view, and university teachers use it gladly to publish courses, lecturers and talks. Some scholars even manage to assemble time and content for a (collaborative) podcast that targets a non-academic public. 36 In addition to these 'stand-alone' initiatives, all major universities have been offering their own podcasts channels for years. 37 The prestige that comes with podcasts in iTunesU is clearly not to be underestimated. For its 800 th anniversary Cambridge University was very smart in combining the educational with the promotional in its Cambridge Ideas podcasts.
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Among the early adopters of the use of computers to develop new research we find some university historians. Following in the footsteps of Pierre Bourdieu, Fritz Ringer and other scholars advocating a social approach towards intellectual history, the field of university history has always been receptive to prosopographical methods and digital humanities 'avant la lettre'. 39 This has resulted in the digitization of frequently used sources such as matriculation lists and cartularia and numerous (relational) databases with information about scholars from early modern times to the present, most of them structured in a different way. 0 However, finding and using new methods, techniques and tools to exchange or harvest data has proven to be very difficult.
1 A balance between the time invested in data collection and research results has not yet been found. The solution lies between, on the one hand, the integration of the flexibility and user-friendliness of collective hypertexts in which every research community member can create and edit data and, on the other hand, rigidly structured relational database models with a higher analytical potential. The Bestor-project (Belgian Science and Technology On line Resources), for instance, is a collective hypertext (wiki-based) consisting of Belgian scientists, disciplines and institutions.
2 The wiki allows flexible collaborative research and has a high encyclopaedic and documentary value, but it has hardly any analytical potential as an aggregated 'metasource' that can be used for attribute or network analysis. Exchange with other international databases, which is necessary for comparative or transnational research, is also difficult. The 'holy grail' for any scholar interested in exchanging and harvesting data remains the development of a common meta-semantic data model or RDF (Resource Description Framework). The latest attempt in this direction is project Hélo-ise, initiated by Emmanuelle Picard. 3 It is certainly only through collaborative research that historians will be able to include various spatial scales and different countries, transnational trajectories, etc. This kind of collaboration has been announced before, but without the same amount of proper digital environment or online tools.
 Online and accessible tools are not only vital for answering innovative research questions about the dynamics of academia.
UGentMemorie: integrating public history, academic heritage and digital history Public History, academic heritage and digital history met each other in the UGentMemorieproject by means of the concept of memory. For this public history project of the Ghent University History Department, a website (www.UGentMemorie.be) -the virtual memory of Ghent University -is the centre and the engine for the exploration of the university's past and heritage. The subject of UGentMemorie is the impact of city, society and science on the university and vice versa. The occasion for the project was the Ghent University celebration of eighty years of 'dutchification' in 2010, and it got a second term as preparation platform for the upcoming bicentennial in 2017.
5
Memory was the key to this applied university history. Within 'Memory Studies' and among history theorists, memory is an excessively described and used concept, very much related to identity. Broadly speaking, it concerns the different ways a society thinks about the past and how it uses the past in the present. It is used in terms of collective memory, shared memory, popular memory, counter-memory, memory industry etc.
6 UGentMemorie defines memories very broadly and always in dialogue with history. Diaries, interviews, memoires, testimonies, speeches... all refer to, and remind us of, historical realities. They attach themselves to places, people and events. These historical and contemporary 'memories' of Ghent University are being actively traced in archives and libraries and contrived by several interview projects.
Memory is a concept that allows recognition and involvement of a diverse public. Not so coincidentally, the expansion of memory studies and rise of public history occurred simultaneously in the late 1970s and have been interacting ever since. For example, public historians gratefully use Pierre Nora's memory derivative 'lieux-de-mémoire', as the concept acknowledges the fading contrasts among history, context and meaning and adds the experiential character of heritage and recollections. Within an academic community of young and old professors, technical and administration staff, students and alumni, some histories and memories are shared, while others are completely different and contradictory. Memories of the student revolts of 1969-1972 differ greatly when recollected by a transitory student leader or by a long-serving administrator; the nineteenth-century labourers who had to make way for new university buildings left other accounts than the city elite of that time. It is this polyphonic version of history that is very attractive for (public) historians. UGentMemorie for that reason is not so much a platform for Ghent University's collective memory but for what James Young introduced as 'collected memories'. The relationship between memory and heritage has been made clear by Hartog and Nora. Heritage, be it buildings, objects or papers, are tangible relicts of the past by which the public remembers and 'experiences' the past. Analogously, UGentMemorie approached academic heritage as a part of the academic memory, as a result and a witness of university history. Of course, heritage has the very attractive quality of being tangible and thus visual, not unimportant when using a visual medium as a website. Historical and recent pictures and video are a necessary complement to textual articles and sources. Visitors' behaviour shows us that images and video (and their captions) are an important channel for absorbing information. In its search for heritage, UGentMemorie thankfully uses the results of all kinds of digitization projects: the archives, university library and university museums are all in the process of digitally unlocking their collections. As historians, we use, contextualise and valorise the digitization work of the heritage institutions.
Using a website for collecting and sharing academic memories has been easy, as the properties of a website and a memory are actually very similar. They are virtually endlessly expandable and flexible, match language and images, and have different levels of profundity.
8
As is the case with actual memories, the UGentMemorie website combines related content about places, people, events and topics. Using this popular, democratic and approachable format, required no compromise concerning historical content. To the contrary: the permanent and structural built-in contextualisation grants all those different items their historical meaning. Apart from that, it proves to be a good medium to communicate and interact with the public. For (former) members of the academic community of Ghent University the UGentMemorie website is a place to find history, make a trip down memory lane and/or stay current with historical research concerning the university.
To conclude, in our experience, the main value of a website as a publication platform is not its communication capacities, storage possibilities, flexibility, accessibility, hypertextuality, or interaction, nor the reconciliation of history, heritage and memory. It was the opportunity to, at all times, put the wide variety of content in historical context. However, we did encounter some conceptual and technological/financial limits with regard to our digital platform.
9 On the way, we realized that some parts of our diverse history project should not be integrated in the UGentMemorie website in order to protect its usability. We extracted UGentMemorialis, a biographic database of Ghent University professors, and UGentPassage, a mobile history walk.
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It is obvious that a digital platform offers a lot of opportunities for the assembling, presenting, sharing and valorisation of history. However, if it does not want to fossilize into a com) by PureSign (www.Puresign.be). 50 Cp. www.UGentMemorialis.be. The 'general public' and research community expect different things from biographic information. The former looks for readable and reliable but already analysed and contextualized information, the latter needs a rigidly structured relational and exhaustive database. UGentMemorialis.be will be further developed as a research instrument in line with the possibility to adapt a common semantic data model; We decided to extract UGentPassage because we wanted UGentPassage to be, in contrast to UGentMemorie.be, bilingual Dutch/English (cp. www.UGentPassage.be). Also, as we plan to create other walks, we needed a digital platform that allows us to show different routes. Integrating these functionalities in Drupal proved technically difficult and would have made UGentMemorie.be sloppy and confusing.
static showcase, it needs to be surrounded by a variety of activities. It requires continuous investments and is by consequence vulnerable in times of scarcity of resources or when the momentum of a jubilee is over. For UGentMemorie there is, on the one hand, the research and assembling process itself: the texts, images and testimonies are gathered with the help of many students, researchers, employers, townsmen and sympathizers. Their participation enlarges the social basis for the public support of university history and academic heritage. It also assures that the project is embedded in the daily tasks of a university: tuition (by organising student exercises), research (by stimulating dissertations and valorising the work of researchers) and public services (by setting up or collaborating in public events).
On the other hand, UGentMemorie uses debates, lectures, exhibits and walking tours to discuss, question and show its subject, in all its diversity. The scientific collaborators even write (in) good old fashioned books and articles. UGentMemorie taught us that public and digital history are interesting ways to communicate research on university history and heritage on different levels and to integrate in a sensible way the academic culture of remembrance in a historical project. In terms of output, this means that the classic publication of the complete history of the university, in one or more volumes, is subject to critique or at least has to be accompanied by other initiatives, such as smaller occasional publications, exhibitions or heritage walks, digital output and social media strategies. Commemorating the university engages the historian to be more than a writer.
